
FreshAir  
 
Q: How does FreshAir compare to other air cleaners on the market? 
A: Unlike most air cleaners that require the pollutants to be brought to the device (passive like a filter), 
FreshAir is proactive, seeking out and destroying impurities and pollution in the indoor environment, 
including your breathing space and on surfaces. FreshAir uses the most advanced and effective 
technology that has ever been developed, resulting in clean air and happy clients that breathe, sleep and 
live better.  Studies show that even with the best airflow in a home, only a small percentage of the dirty air 
ever makes it to the filter. With FreshAir we can deal with contaminants on all surfaces and offensive 
odors, giving us excellent results without filter.  FreshAir is known for creating pristine mountain fresh air 
to enjoy indoors.  It’s a simple fast solution to foul odors, bio contaminants and fine airborne particulate. 
 
Q: Why does indoor air quality matter? 
A: Air is the number 1 most important element to your health.  It’s totally worth it to get this right.  Even if 
you don’t use toxic cleaning products, you vacuum regularly, you don’t have pets and you diffuse essential 
oils…. Your indoor air is still polluted.  The EPA says indoor air is 2 to 5 times more polluted than outdoor 
air.  In some cases up to 100 times worse! Dust, dust mite feces, allergens, pollutants, VOCs, viruses, 
bacteria, mold spores, fungus and more.  The average adult breathes 3,000 gallons of air daily and the 
average American spends 50%-90% of their time indoors.  Our homes and buildings are built to be energy 
efficient.  That’s great for our energy bills, but terrible for our indoor air quality because we’re sealing out 
nature and it’s cleaning power.  Addressing this major component to wellness with FreshAir supports 
better sleep, fewer headaches, relief from allergies, relief from asthma, fewer sick days, brain function, 
productivity, energy and a better overall sense of well being.  
 
Q: Can the FreshAir be moved around? 
A: Yes! The unit is portable and weighs only 10 pounds. That is one of its great features, no special 
installation required. 
 
Q: Where is the best place to put the FreshAir? 
A: Place the unit as high as possible like on top of a bookshelf, fridge, high cabinet, etc. Suggested 
locations listed in the order of preference: 1) Nearest the source of the worst pollution or odors 2) Near a 
cold-air return to thoroughly circulate the benefits of your FreshAir Surround throughout the indoor space 
3) Wherever you spend the most time. 
 
Q: Can I leave it on all the time? 
A: FreshAir is designed to run 24/7. Even during times when you are away from the home for an extended 
period, it is best to leave your FreshAir on.  FreshAir uses a minimal amount of energy, equivalent to a 80 
watt light bulb. 

Q: What kind of care and maintenance does FreshAir require? 
A: The unit should be cleaned on a regular basis (typically every few months) and a notification will 
appear on the display screen. A small mesh plate as well as the rear filter, needs to be cleaned according 
to instructions in the owner’s manual also shown in this video: https://vimeo.com/167478366 Most 
customers find this to be extremely easy and quick. While it’s not required, we recommend the use of an 
additional pre-filter to help protect the inside of the FreshAir technology, keeping it cleaner and making the 
cleaning process faster. The blue glowing honeycomb RCI Cell should be replaced every 2 years. 

 

 



Q: Will my FreshAir require extra care in harsh environments?   
A: Yes. Environments with cats and litter boxes, smoke, dust or excessive pollution.  Fortunately, it’s very 
simple. Using the paper pre-filter protects the inside of the machine’s components from these elements 
that can be corrosive and damaging to your technology if left unchecked.  More frequent cleaning 
(monthly) is recommended well.  The protective disposable pre-filter paper is approximately $20.00 for a 
pack of 12 is a great value. Many people with no cats or smokers use these as well. 

Q: How do I determine what setting to use? 
A: More is not necessarily better when it comes to air purification. The goal is to get the purifier dialed in 
properly so it creates a natural purification like we find in fresh mountain air. 
 
VERY IMPORTANT: When using FreshAir for the first time, set it on RCI and every 24 hours, turn the 
purifier up one increment until you find what's comfortable. Typically within 2-4 days you will find the 
purifier setting you like.  If at any point you find the purification to be too strong, that means it caught up 
with the pollution and you can reduce the purifier setting where you like it the best.  Every indoor 
environment is different (people, pets, humidity, air flow, air exchange rate, cooking, odors, etc) and 
personal preferences are different.  You may need to adjust the purifier setting when the seasons change, 
when there’s an odor problem, or if you move the FreshAir to a different part of the house. Many users of 
this technology see optimized benefits with FreshAir by keeping the furnace fan on low setting 
continuously.  The more air movement, the healthier your home’s air quality will be! 
 
Q: Can one FreshAir Surround cover the whole house? 
A: Yes, many times it can.  It depends upon the size and layout of the house and how much pollution there 
is. The FreshAir can handle up to 3,000 sq. ft.  Because it’s portable, you can move it to another part of the 
house to concentrate on a foul odor or for an accelerated deep cleaning in a specific area if needed. If you 
are operating your furnace fan or other ventilation system continuously, you can set the purifier setting up 
to the total ventilated indoor area, if it’s needed. Otherwise, do not exceed the purifier sq. footage setting 
the size of the room that it’s in. 
 
Q: What should I do if my home is larger than 3,000 sq feet? 
A: You can always start with 1 FreshAir Surround, place it wherever you’re spending the most time, and 
then determine if you feel you need a second one.  Wherever you place it, it’s going to work and improve 
the air quality.  If you want maximum protection and benefits, go ahead and get 2 FreshAir Surrounds. 
 
Q: Is FreshAir safe for pets? 
A: Yes!  Animals appreciate breathing clean air, too. Often pets like to hang around the FreshAir. If it’s safe 
to let your pet go outside then it’s safe to offer FreshAir indoors. 
 
A note on pet odors: A dog could smell like dog.  But when you let the dog outside to run around a bit and 
they come back in, there is a new “freshness” about the dog.  What happened?  Fresh air has that effect 
on odors. You can confidently have guests over and they won’t smell the animals like they would have in 
the past before you got the FreshAir Surround. 
 
Q: What happens to the airborne microscopic impurities when FreshAir is running? 
A: Airborne particulate will settle 200 times faster than natural gravity when the FreshAir is managing air 
quality for you. Our   dual polarity ionization effectively causes dust particles, mold spores, allergens, 
pollutants and more to cluster, get heavy and drop.  This particulate that would otherwise stay airborne. 
Now it’s out of your breathing zone.  Wipe/dust surfaces and vacuum/sweep regularly.  After several 
weeks of running FreshAir, the overall dust in your environment will be reduced and you air quality much 
healthier. 
 
 
 



Q: What is “Away Mode” for? 
A: It’s for accelerated detox, removal of foul odors and for heavy duty deep cleaning cleaning.  It runs on a 
timer for 2, 4, 6, or 8 hours and is to be used while the space/room is unoccupied of humans and pets. 
 
Q: How does the FreshAir Surround  work? 
The shortest answer is:  It works great! 
 
The next shortest answer: It uses NASA developed technology used on the international space station for 
premium safe fresh indoor air quality. 
 
Another Short answer: It uses a technology  process that generates fresh air the way nature does. Radiant 
Catalytic Ionization (RCI) NASA technology is exclusively embedded in FreshAir. It sends  air scrubbers 
throughout your indoor environment to greatly reduce allergens, chemicals, dangerous contaminants, 
bacteria, viruses, mold, odors and pollutants in the air... through a process that mirrors nature. 
 
The long answer:  
Microscopic oxygen and water molecules enter the unit and pass through the honeycomb RCI cell.  While 
inside, the molecules are transformed into friendly yet powerful oxidizers (superoxide ions and hydro 
peroxides).  Once released, the molecules become super charged purification warriors.  Like an army on a 
mission, they seek to rapidly destroy contaminants, fungi, mold and odor causing bacteria in the air and 
on surfaces.  This is done through a process called radiant catalytic ionization.   
 
RCI technology cleans, freshens and purifies the air by using specialized germicidal UV light waves along 
with a proprietary catalytic process that creates enviro-scrubbing molecules of oxygen and hydrogen, just 
like nature’s outdoor scrubbers. Unlike air filters that are passive, FreshAir actively treats the environment 
by seeking out the pollution, contaminants and allergens. 
 
Dual polarity ionization causes positively charged airborne particulate to get heavy and settle out of our 
breathing zone. 
 
The optional activated oxygen (O3) feature allows rapid odor removal when necessary. 
 
Q: What does the Space Certification mean? 
A: FreshAir is based on a technology originally developed by NASA scientists for use on the international 
space station.  Now earthbound people can access this innovation to benefit in our homes and other 
indoor spaces.  This technology was inducted into the prestigious Space Technology Hall of Fame in 
2017.  Only 1 of 75 technologies in the past 30 years and had this honor.  
 
Q: What other indoor spaces could this technology be used besides in home? 
A: Cars, offices, waiting rooms, daycares, gyms, locker rooms, salons, assisted living, memory care, 
nursing home facilities, printing shops, pet facilities.  Offices appreciate FreshAir because it means fewer 
sick days for the employees and increased productivity.  Fitness facilities appreciate FreshAir because it 
reduces spreading germs, reduces dust, and keeps it from smelling “like a gym”.  The business owner’s 
find FreshAir to be a great investment because it can give them a competitive advantage, saves time, 
saves money, creates healthier air for employees/clients and solves odor problems…. With the push of a 
button! 
 
Q: What’s the difference between the FreshAir Surround and FreshAir Everest? 
A: California is the most difficult state to do any kind of business in.  They have different regulations and 
compliance matters for everything compared to the rest of USA.  The FreshAir Everest model suits 
California and Canada’s requirements. 
 
 
 



Q: How come I’m seeing the same exact technology on sale for less through a website I found on 
Google? 
A: Because the patented FreshAir technology is so awesome, there are imitations on the market. 
Imitation is the greatest form of flattery... They may look identical to Vollara’s FreshAir, but they are not the 
true technology. If you’re going to get a Rolex watch, would you buy it from a stranger or an authorized 
legitimate supplier?  Beware of scams and knock offs.  They will take your payment information and send 
you a phony unit.  Or they will charge you without sending you anything.  This is why we recommend only 
getting Vollara’s technology directly through the company or an authorized Member/Associate.  This way, 
you have a warranty as well.  Vollara’s legal department is constantly finding and shutting down these 
imitators and scammers. Often these phony marketers play hard on the unsuspecting.  Many are based 
out of Russia or other foreign countries that are hard to get restitution from. 
 
Q: Is FreshAir registered with the EPA (Environmental Protection Agency)? 
A: Yes. The EPA has assigned a number printed on the back of the FreshAir. 
 
Q: Is FreshAir RoHS Compliant? 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: What is the warranty? 
A: 3 years. 
 
 
See further tips and instructions for using the FreshAir Surround here: www.bit.ly/FreshAirTips 
 
 
Search:  Vollara 360° Wellness  on Facebook! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



LivingWater: 
 
Q: What happens to my body when I hydrate with LivingWater? 
A: When you drink LivingWater, it floods your body and cells with water that works!  The negatively 
charged water seeks out positively charged aquaporins ( 2004 Nobel Prize awarded for the discovery of 
these aquaporins and how water enters the cells, not through osmosis.)  These are proteins embedded in 
the cell membrane that regulate the flow of intracellular water and nutrients.  Aquaporins are “the 
plumbing system for cells.”  We have the water that makes any supplement and nutrients more 
absorbable and bioavailable.  Drinking water that works is KEY. There are trillions of cells in your body that 
need hydration each and every day. Hydration energizes your cells to work at their optimum capacity and 
to stay healthy, strong and vibrant. When the cells are hydrated they begin to cleanse and detox toxins and 
create a fresh, clean environment ready to absorb supplements and nutrients at their highest level. 
Vollara’s LivingWater packs a punch, hydrates and prepares the body to take in nutrition through food and 
supplements the way nature intended. 100% of disease tests positive for dehydration.  Deyhydration is the 
common denominator among sick people.  75% of Americans are chronically dehydrated! Being properly 
hydrated is your first line of defense in maintaining and improving your health.  Tap and bottled water is 
dead and cannot match the impact that LivingWater has on your body. 
 
Q: Why is LivingWater the premium beverage for proper hydration? 
A: The characteristics that enable LivingWater to act as an antioxidant (anti-aging) also enables the cells 
to become hydrated through a portal called an aquaporin. Similar to a magnet the aquaporin is positively 
charged, and pulls or draws the negatively reconstructed water into this portal to hydrate cells, which 
leads to detoxification and helps the cells move out of an acidic environment into a healthier one. 
 
Q: Is this the same kind of water as the alkaline bottled water I see at the convenience store? 
A: No!  So many of the alkaline bottled waters on the market have been treated with chemicals to raise the 
pH, chemically induced alkalinity.  Just like you can change the pH of water of water in a swimming with 
chemicals, so it is with bottled pH water.  This is not healthy.  Additionally, these “premium” bottled waters 
have a positive/aging charge.  Even if the pH was naturally alkaline from a spring, by the time we get it, it’s 
old stale oxidizing water.  To make it worse, these waters are sitting in plastic containers and leach 
estrogenic compounds into your drinking water. 
 
The fact that we have the ability to adjust the pH and drink alkaline water is great.  But don’t get hung up 
on that.  The alkaline pH is a byproduct of the process that is the real reason to drink this water, the 
negative charge and the Molecular Hydrogen.  This is why we call it LIVING water!  The pH is a byproduct 
of the patented process. 
 
In order for our body to operate properly, we need water with a negative charge.  Many people are on the 
bandwagon of alkalinity.  The real truth of the matter…. This is about dehydration.  Let’s look at why 22 of 
the 28 MLB teams are with us now.  These teams have a huge investment into the players contracts for 
millions and millions of dollars.  They research how to optimize healthy, energy, recovery and 
performance.  They always conclude they want LivingWater for their players.  They want to rehydrate 
quickly and they want faster recovery from injuries. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Q: How is the LivingWater installed? 
A: The standard installation instructions are available in the owner’s manual and in most cases can be 
done by the homeowner. 
 
Q: How do I know if I need the LivingWater faucet valve? 
A: The faucet valve is required if the faucet diverter that comes standard with the LivingWater is not 
compatible with your faucet head.  For example, a faucet head that also has a sprayer function is not 
compatible with the standard diverter valve. We strongly suggest hiring a plumber to install the 
LivingWater to the cold water line with this setup.  Some people prefer to get the faucet valve for aesthetic 
reasons, even if they don’t need it.  Learn more here: www.bit.ly/LivingWaterTips 
 
Q: What kind of source water is LivingWater designed to be used with? 
A: Only potable water should be used with LivingWater.  
 
Q: Does it take a long time to fill up a glass of water? 
A: No, it’ll take less than 10 seconds. 
 
Q: If I move can I take my LivingWater with me? 
A: Yes!  In fact, there are professional athletes that will travel with their LivingWater appliance.  It’s not a 
permanent fixture.   
 
Q: What is ORP? 
A: It stands for oxidation reduction potential and it’s a measurement that indicates if a solution is an 
antioxidant or an oxidant.  A positive reading indicates oxidant.  A negative reading indicates antioxidant. 
Bottled and tap waters have a positive charge.  Even if you bought some bottled water from the finest 
spring in Germany, untouched and unprocessed, by the time you get it, it’s developed a positive oxidizing 
charge.  It’s stale, dead water.  LivingWater provides the option and convenience to make unlimited 
amounts of pH adjusted, negatively charged water in your home own. 
 
Q: What pH should I be drinking? 
A: The higher the pH setting, the greater the hydration and detox.  Start drinking 8.5 and slowly increase. 
Pay attention to how you feel.  Depending on your body and your lifestyle, you may experience detox 
symptoms when you first start drinking it, depending on how much toxins and waste you have in your 
body.  Let your body adjust as it’s cleansing. 
 
7.0 should be used to take medications with.  Because LivingWater is so hydrating and bioavailable, it can 
potentiate the effects of a medication making it more absorbable in your body.  This can affect the 
dosage so for this reason take medications and over the counter drugs with 7.0. 
 
Babies and infants should only be given 7.0. 
 
Q: What is the warranty? 
A: 5 years. 
 
 
See further tips and instructions for using the LivingWater here: www.bit.ly/FreshAirTips 
 
 
 
 

 



LaundryPure 
 
Q: What’s the problem with laundry detergents? 
A: They contain harsh, caustic chemicals and dangerous toxins that aren’t doing anyone’s health any 
favors. Detergent residue remains in your clothing, bedding and towels and your skin is in contact with 
these chemicals 24/7/365 your whole entire life.  Additionally, when you put clothes into the dryer, 
hundreds of toxic VOC’s not listed on the labels are off-gassing into your home’s air.   Have you noticed 
the laundry aisle at Target smells so strong but all these containers are sealed shut.  These are not health 
friendly products. 
 
Laundry products aggravate asthma and allergies.  They cause skin sensitivities like rashes, eczema, and 
dermatitis.  Many people report headaches and migraines in response to smelling these synthetic 
fragrances.  Slathering up your fabrics and air with petrochemicals, carcinogens (cancer causing), 
synthetic estrogens and synthetic fragrances your entire life is going to have negative short term and long 
term impact.  
 
Top selling brand name detergents have been found to contain high levels of petrochemicals which are 
endocrine disruptors. They disrupt your body’s ability to create its own hormones, use the hormones and 
eliminate excess hormones. They introduce estrogen-mimicking synthetic hormones into your 
bloodstream through skin contact.  This exposure can undermine your best efforts to eat right and 
exercise. These synthetic estrogens create estrogen dominance in the body – a root cause of all of the 
hormonal imbalance.  You do not have to sacrifice you and your family’s health for clean clothes. 
 
Detergent containers create tons of plastic waste that ends up in our landfills.  On average 30 gallons of 
polluted water gets dumped into the environment every single time you wash a load of clothes with 
detergent.  Detergent is a safety hazard for pets and kids.   
Pollutes environment. Safety hazard for pets and kids.  
 
 
Q: What is LaundryPure 
A: This type of technology has been used extensively in the commercial setting by facilities doing massive 
amounts of laundry, like hospitals, nursing homes and upscale hotels.  More recently, LaundryPure 2.0 
was introduced to and made available to homeowners.  This device attaches to your washing machine 
and cleans your laundry through a patented process instead of hot water and detergent.  This means 
simplifying the laundry chore, saving money (average $1.25 per load!) saving time, increased fabric life, 
eliminating exposure to toxic chemicals and more!  Cold water is infused with oxygen, peroxide and other 
gases to bubble and lift dirt and grime from cloth fibers.  
 
Q: Is it easy to install? 
A: Yes, it attaches to your existing washing machine.  Some people may prefer to have a plumber perform 
the installation although LaundryPure 2.0 can be installed in most homes by the homeowner using 
standard hand tools. 
 
Q: Is it easy to operate? 
A: Your LaundryPure 2.0 will automatically turn on as your washing machine is running cold water, and 
turns off automatically.  Designed to be used on the COLD/COLD setting. 
 
Q: What about stains? 
A: Treat stains like you normally would with a spot treatment.  RE:MOVE by Vollara is an effective 
non-toxic spot treatment.  Heavily soiled items may need a reduced amount of detergent.  If determined 
necessary, use 1/8th the amount of detergent (non-toxic preferred) as you would before you had 
LaundryPure.  



 
Q: How does the LaundryPure work? 
 
It takes the incoming cold water and converts it into “super water”  infused with hydrogen and oxygen 
oxidizers and to lift dirt, grime, odors away from fabric fibers and beats up bacteria. 
 
Q: Does the source water matter? 
A: Source water quality may affect results.  A water softener or pre-filter may be needed for extremely 
hard water or high iron content.  See owner’s manual for details. 
 
Q: Will LaundryPure keep my washing machine fresher? 
A: Yes!  Odor causing bacteria feeds on detergent residue.  So let’s cut off their food supply by skipping 
detergent and using LaundryPure instead.  Wipe away any visible detergent residue inside.  Depending on 
the age of your washing machine and severity of detergent buildup, it may be necessary to repeat this 
several times when you first use your LaundryPure: Put your washer on the largest load setting and 
COLD/COLD.  Let it run through a normal wash cycle.  This will help flush away remaining residue. 
 
Q: Do I need to regularly clean or maintain the LaundryPure? 
A: No. It’s entirely automatic and requires no special effort after proper initial installment.   
 
Q: What does the space certification mean? 
A: The technology within LaundryPure is based on a technology originally developed by NASA scientists 
for use on the international space station.  Because, making lots of hot water and transporting jugs of 
detergent in outer space was not realistic.  Now earthbound people can access this innovation to benefit 
from.  This technology was inducted into the prestigious Space Technology Hall of Fame in 2017.  Only 1 
of 75 technologies in the past 30 years and had this honor.  
 
Q:  Is LaundryPure registered with the EPA (Environmental Protection Agency)? 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Is LaundryPure RoHS Compliant? 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: What is the warranty? 
A: 3 years. 
 
 
 
 
Owner’s Manual: 
https://www.myvollara.com/globalassets/downloads/pdf/LP2.0_OM_65-00612_VA-00909_0617.pdf 
 
Search: Vollara 360° Wellness on Facebook! 
 


